1. Introducton. The Fourier coefficients of modular forms F(t) of positive dimension have been determined J for the case in which Fir) belongs to the full modular group. It is the purpose of this paper to generalize some of those results to the case where F(t) belongs to an arbitrary subgroup of the modular group subject to certain restrictions.
By F(t) belonging to a subgroup y we mean that F(r) is analytic in the upper half-plane /(t) >0 and that Fir) satisfies a transformation equation (1.11) Fir') = e(-iicr + d))-F(t)
for every transformation (1.12) of y. In (1.11) r, which we shall assume throughout to be positive, is the dimension of Fir) and e = i (a, b, c, d ) is of absolute value one and depends only on the transformation (1.12). If c^O we take c>0, assign (1.13) -y < arg (-iicr + d)) < j, and define (-iicr+d))~T as |cT+¿|~r exp { -ir arg (-¿(ct+¿))}. In the case of the full modular group, a Fourier expansion for F(t) was found by considering a parabolic transformation which had infinity as fixed point. In the case of a subgroup y we must consider a set of parabolic transformations such that no two of the fixed points of the transformations are equivalent under y. For these fixed points we take parabolic vertices of a fundamental region of y. The expansions corresponding to the point at infinity are simpler than those corresponding to finite points. However, in general, the fundamental region will have more than one parabolic point; so some finite points will have to be considered. In order to be able to treat all the expansions symmetrically, we choose a fundamental region which does not have the point at infinity as a vertex. We then show, in §3, that F(t) has a set of expansions of the form F(t) = (-i(j -P.))'**5: oi"*" = (-i(r -P0)Yx°°fa{x), ( .1 • ¿) m x = exp { -2Tti/c"{T -P")}, g = 1, 2, • • • , s, corresponding to the parabolic points P". In order that 5 in (1.2) be finite we assume that y is of finite index in the full modular group. This is the only restriction that we place on y. We make use of the fact that the subgroup is defined by its fundamental region and hence do not need any arithmetical characterization of it. That is, the existence in 7 of all the transformations which we use is an immediate consequence of the form of the fundamental region.
To the conditions that r is positive and that F(t) is analytic for I(t) >0 we add the restriction that F(t) shall have only polar singularities, measured in the uniformizing variable x of (1.2), at the points Pa. That is, we assume that only a finite number of aOT(e) with negative m are different from zero. In § §5 and 6 we find expressions for the am(i) for «î>0 in terms of the am(e) for m<0.
The expansions (1.2) which we obtain are Fourier expansions in the variable (t -Pff)_1. These expansions can be transformed into usual Fourier expansions in the variable t. We consider any transformation of the full modular group At + B (1.31) r' =-Cr + D and write
where F*(t) depends on the choice of the transformation (1.31) as well as on r. In §3 we find an expression, (3.23), for F*(t) in terms of the f"(x) which is, in fact, a usual Fourier expansion in r since, by definition, we have
In particular, we can obtain a usual Fourier expansion for F(t) itself by choosing the identity transformation for (1.31).
In §7 we specialize the results of § §5 and 6 to the case of a particular subgroup, evaluating all the constants which depend only on the choice of y. In §8 we consider the function #2(0 |t)_1 which belongs to the subgroup of §7. From the F*(r) of (1.32) we then get expansions for #2(0 \r)~l, #3(0 |t)-1, and #4(0 |t)_1. This particular function is considered because it was partially treated by Hardy and Ramanujan.f They considered only the expansion of #4(0 |t)_1 and obtained results which compare with ours in the same way as their results for the partition function compare with those obtained by Rademacher.f 2. The fundamental region. We choose a fundamental region R of 7 which we shall keep fixed throughout the discussion. Although we could use any fundamental region, we find it convenient, for symmetry, to choose one that does not have the point at infinity as a vertex. This choice is clearly possible since the subgroup y is of finite index. Such a region R can be obtained from a fundamental region R' of 7, which has the point at infinity as a vertex, by subjecting R' to a transformation of 7 which takes the point at infinity into a finite point and which does not take any of the finite vertices of R' into infinity.
Under 7 every real rational point transforms into a real rational point or infinity. Since every real rational point is equivalent to a point of R, we see that each is equivalent to a real rational point of R. Also every real point of R is a parabolic vertex; so we see that every real rational point is equivalent under 7 to a parabolic vertex of R.
Some of the parabolic vertices of R may be equivalent under 7 thus forming cycles of more than one vertex. We pick out a representative vertex from each cycle and name the vertices Pi, P2, ■ ■ ■ , Pa. Since the Pg are real rational points, we can write (2.1) Fy = -> (P.,q.) = l, q.>0, g = 1, 2, • • • , s.
à-l{q0capg + qg2)r -ô~hgp2
where ô = 'qgcap"+qg2, c0pg2, q2ca, qQ2 -cgpgqg) = (qg2, cg). However this is a modular transformation; so its determinant is unity. Hence we have ?»4 -c2p2q2 + c2p2q2 = ô2, S = + q2 ; so qg2 divides cg and we may write the transformation in our standard form as
Then, by (1.11), we have and therefore obtain a Fourier expansion
exp^---rWiTyW -+ PJ = Dai. exp-j-\ or, going back to the variable r,
= xa«(-*(t -P"))r2]öm x with x = exp J -2iri/(cg(T-Pg))}. We place the restriction on F(t) that only a finite number fig of terms have negative exponents and write 00 F(r) = (-¿(r -P.))'*"»E al0)xm = (-¿(r -P.))'*<*/,(*), (3.12)
I c"(r -P")J
The functions/"(a;) are regular inside the unit circle except, when m9>0, for poles of order ¡a, at # = 0. The functions
are the principal parts of the /"(#) at x = 0. We understand Paix) to be zero if/u0 = 0.
In the following sections we shall determine the aj;e) in terms of the constants of (1.11) and (3.13). The functions P*(t) of (1.32) are then found as follows. We consider the point ^4/C where A and C are the coefficients of r in (1.31). If C^O we take C>0 and the point is a real rational point. If C = 0 the point is the point at infinity. In either case .4/C is congruent to some parabolic vertex P¡ of R, where I is determined by ^4/C and hence by the transformation. Therefore we can find a transformation air + ¿>i Solving these equations for pa and q", we have
then, since (/>", qa) = 1, we have k = ± 1. Using these equations and the fact that the determinant of (3.21) is unity, we find
then, by (1.11), we obtain the relation
Now applying (3.12) to the function on the right and simplifying, we obtain
therefore we have
4. The transformation equation. In order to make use of the transformation equation (1.11) in the next section we shall need it in a special form. We consider all rational real nonnegative numbers h/k, Qi, k) = \, k>0, ÂèO. Then by (3.12) we have, with r =Pe-*/(ci(»z+A)), (3.23) 
From these equations and the fact that h and ft are relatively prime, it follows that <r(£'t divides cg, which implies
(4.14)
Using this transformation we have by (1.11) ft ÇA,i 5* 0.
where e^i = e (a, b, c, d) , the e of (1.11) associated with the transformation determined by (4.12). We now apply the Fourier expansion (3.12) to the function on the right in (4.15), combine it with (4.11), and obtain after some simplification License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
where 5$--l if <r$>0 and 8$-l if cr$<0. The factor involving 8$ arises because we have combined three factors into the single factor
In order to simplify the notation we write (4.2) as (4.31) where ft (exp < 2iri (-+ izjf)
We note that 1ß$ | = 1 and that G$ is real.
5. A convergent series for an(e). In the following we shall let ^2£t designate a sum over all h and ft such that 0 ^ ft < ft ^ A7 and (ft, ft) = 1.
We let N be a positive integer and have by Cauchy's theorem (») i r fa 2«./ a; dx where we take the integral over the circle \x | = e-2rN~2 in the positive direction. We make the usual Farey dissection, of order N, of the circle and set
on the arc corresponding to h/k. We then have «,) A Ç""-/"(exp { -2ttN~2 + 2*ijh/k) + 2wùj>})
Ce" ( ( /h ikiN-2 -i<t>)X\\ ,
• I /"I exp < 27r¿ I-1-1 > 1 exp { -2vinq> \ a\j> where 8' and 0", which depend on h and k, determine the end points of the Farey arcs. Equation (4.31) now yields the result .
and where i?(e) (») is given by
H63* r-* -k^g-kiN-2-i*)¡)
• exp { -2win<t>} d<f>.
We can now make an estimate of 22(e)(w). From the theory of Farey fractions we have 1111 (5.3) -<9'<-, -<0"<-; 2kN kN 2kN kN hence for -6'^<j>^d" we have
Using these results we find, by (4.33),
•mWt . We restrict our considerations to those a^ for which afl+M>0. That is, we leave undetermined all a^ for which ae = 0 but determine all other a"\ This restriction is necessary in order that a certain integral shall converge. We cut the w-plane from 0 to -« along the negative real axis and consider a path of integration encircling the cut in the positive sense and connecting the points -oo, -i, -« -iB", N-2 -id", N~2 + id', -e + id', -e, -oo by straight lines where we take 0 < e < A7-2. Then we can write 1 c (0+) The integral J\ is to be taken on the border below the cut, /6 above the cut.
In the integral J2 we have w= -e+iv, Oäu^ -6", and R(w) = -e, Ril/w) = -é/(e2 + v2) < 0, | w| = 21'2k-1N-1, and therefore (5.62) | /s| á e"2"i2k-rN-r < 2r'2k-*-1N-r-1.
Similarly we have (5.63) |/,| g 2"**-r-W-^-1.
In the integral 78 we have w = u-id", -N~2< -e^u^N~2, and
and therefore, using (4.14), \ ni qß'
Using this result in (5.8) we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let F{r) be a modular form of positive dimension r belonging to the subgroup y, and let its expansions (3.11) have only a finite number of terms with negative exponent. Then the coefficients a"lo) of (3.12)/or which aa+n >0 are given by
wAere ß =ßih, k, g) is defined in §4; cß and c0 are determined by (3.11) ; aß and aQ by (3.12); Q?j ¿5 <fe£nerf ¿« (4.32); and G$ ¿« (4.34). PÂe P*(r) o/ (1.32) are iÄew given by (3.23).
7. Application to a particular subgroup. Many of the constants in (6.3) depend merely on the subgroup y and are otherwise independent of the choice of F(r). For this reason we can simplify the expression if we choose some particular subgroup 7. As an example we consider the subgroup consisting of all transformations ar + b (7.1) r' =-1 a = d = 1, c = 0 (mod 2). cr + d
For the region R we may take that part of the plane which is above the two circles \r -1/4 | =1/4 and \r -3/4 | = 1/4 and which is within the circle \r -1/2 | = 1/2. Then R has the three parabolic points 0, 1/2, and 1, but 0 and 1 are congruent under 7; so we have s = 2 and take Pi = 0, P2 = l/2.
Then we have pi = 0, qi -1, pi = 1, q2 = 2.
Corresponding to the transformations (3.11) we have the two transformations so we have cx = 2 and c2=4. The expansions (3.12) can now be written as * = expj-^j;
(7.21) F(r) = (-zr)V1 2>"*"
In order to determine ß(h, ft, g) we find transformations (7.1) which transform Pg-k/cgh into P#. We define ft', ft", ft'", and Aiv as any solutions of (7.31) kh' =■ 1 (mod 2h), h' > 0, for ft -1 (mod 2); (7.32) kh" =■ -1 (mod ft), h" > 0, for ft -0 (mod 2); (7.33) (ft -2A)A"' s 1 (mod 4A), A'" > 0, for ft » 1 (mod 2); A'ft-1 + ft
The values of o»¿ were found by means of (4.13) and Gj¿¿ from (4.34). The series (6.3) can be shown to be absolutely convergent; so we may rearrange the terms. Doing this and making use of (4.32) and the tables, we get
where (7.42)
AkA») = 2^ e[h>-7' 2h"r-;-) exP \*ir\ 
if g = 1 for all n such that ai+n >0. Similarly, if g = 2 and a2+n >0, we have
where
where (7.49) I' = 2liil = 1 (mod 2), /' = liil a» 0 (mod 4), V = 1/2HI =. 2 (mod 4).
We now find the functions F*ir) of (1.32). If C is odd and D even, we take ± Br + A T = ± Dr + C for the transformation (3.21) where we take the upper or lower signs to make ±D^0. This transformation takes Pi = 0 into A¡C and it belongs to y. From Making use of (1.32) we summarize the results of this section in the following theorem : Theorem 2. If Fir) is a modular form of positive dimension belonging to the subgroup (7.1) and if its expansions (7.21) and (7.22) have only a finite number of terms with negative exponent, then the values of a" for a0+n>0, (g = l, 2), are determined as functions of a" with n<0 by (7.41) and (7.48).
Also we have given by (7.51) for C odd, D even; by (7.52) for C odd, D odd; and by (7.53) for C even.
8. An example. As a particular example we consider the function On the other hand, (7.6) and (7.53) with A =D = \, B = C=0 yield Using these values we find that equations (7.41) and (7.43) now reduce to with h' deñned by (7.31) and the e of (8.21). Similarly (7.48), (7.46), and = 2-1'2e-',Tilse7ririi E (-l)mamme2rimT, «■■" 1 00 = E (-i)mamwe*imr, m=0 00 = E am<»eTimT.
